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Volunteering and Staten Island Museum 

• Volunteering helps connect us to the community 

• When we are connected to the community we care more deeply about the 
choices that are made – this has happened to me while volunteering at the 
museum, I’ve become much more interested in Staten Island 

• Learning the history of Staten Island development has broadened my 
appreciation for sustainable design, for many years Staten Island is a poster 
child for what can go wrong when sustainable design is disregarded 

• The Museum is an example of sustainable design – the new building is 
restored using many modern principles of sustainability. 
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Staten Island: From Farm to City 

Farm Land 

• A century ago half of Staten Island’s 
15,000 acres was farm land. 

• Native American and European 
settlers arrive in the 1,600s. Fishing 
Oysters and Farmland. 

• In 1800s becomes a place where the 
rich go for vacation and escape 
Manhattan heat. 

• By 1950, only 2,000 acres are 
devoted to farming. 
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The Bridge and Growth 

• Industrialization happens quickly in the 1900s with areas of Staten Island 
called Linoleumville and Factoryville. 

• In 1947 Great Kills Landfill opens becoming the largest landfill in the U.S. 

• Verazzano bridge opens 1964 and population grows quickly. Between 1965 
and 1970 the island’s population grows 33% 
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The Future: A return to nature vs commercial 
interests 

• What wins in the future? Will the island continue to be 
planned in a haphazard way? 

• Two projects show competing interests 
• Fresh Kills Landfill -> Fresh Kills Park - At 2,200 acres, 

Freshkills Park will be almost three times the size of 
Central Park. The transformation of what was formerly 
the world’s largest landfill into park amenities and 
wetlands 

• The New York Wheel - The New York Wheel is a 630-
foot tall giant Ferris wheel planned for construction in St. 
George, Staten Island alongside Empire Outlets 
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Staten Island Museum: The Building 
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The new Staten Island Museum exemplifies a new way of thinking on 
the island. A smarter approach to growth and progress. 

• The building was originally opened in 1829 as retirement dormitory for aged 
sailors. 

• When the museum took over the building the ecological philosophy, the 
natural architecture and climate conducive to preserve the collection were all 
main considerations.  
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Staten Island Museum: An example of how to move 
Forward 
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The Museum is heated and cooled  
through a geothermal system.  

• LEED (Leadership in Energy & 
Environmental Design) Gold certification 

• Water conservation features 

• I found it fascinating that the museum is 
housing so much history, but is very 
literally pointing a way forward toward a 
much more sustainable Staten Island 
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